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Speak to Me: Travels and Exploits of a Language Lover is a memoir with an unlikely twist. It's a

story about an intrepid woman's adventures traveling and pursuing her passion for languages,

visiting and living in many countries solely because of the language spoken there. Why would

she want to study one language after another? Her answer is that, inexplicably, she has been

compelled to learn every language she reads or hears. She learned Italian driving from Paris to

Rome, listening intently to the native speakers as French changed into Italian. Now she's

looking for an instructor of Nahuatl, a fascinating language, especially in the context of Mexican

Spanish. Is that crazy or not? Crazy about languages, at least. Speak to Me: Travels

andExploits of a Language Lover details a trip through life seen from a linguistic viewpoint.

Enjoy an unforgettable journey, with its many dangers and much excitement along the way.



Praise for Speak to Me:Travels and Exploits of a Language Lover By: Pat Hall "Pat's book is a

wonderful, armchair travel romp though France, England, Mexico, and Ecuador with an

emphasis on the often perplexing surprises involved in living abroad, especially the linguistic

confusions! Her experiences with the warm and friendly Mexicans in San Miguel de Allende

are a special pleasure and revelation. The book is a great cultural introduction. Enjoy!"—

Christine Eleanor Anderson,Former law professor, American University in Cairo,

Egypt “Canadian Pat Hall’s lust for learning languages and cultures never dimmed as she

traveled, shared, accepted new experiences. Now sharing some of those times, whether with

her beloved dog, her newly acquired friends, or her translation clients, she takes the reader to

Europe, to Mexico, and to other locations in openness to new experiences, especially if they

involved learning a new language. From a grammar-loving child to an adult language teacher,

her wide-eyed naiveté and eagerness to learn served her and others well as you will discover

one page after another.”—Barbara Cole, PhD, writer (fiction/nonfiction) “A collection of stories

in the pursuit of language and cultural diversity. The meticulous outline of a Mexican bullfight is

amazing and so informative. Anyone contemplating travel to Mexico would appreciate the

wealth of information within the covers. A fun and interesting read.” —Wendy Clewley

Scott "Pat Hall takes us on along on her journey of self-discovery while living in many different

countries, all with distinct challenges and triumphs. She has a love of travel and a gift for

languages which never ceases to entertain the reader."—Angela Rubel "A must read! This

woman's life and love of languages has taken her from a small city in Canada to Mexico, with

many stops in-between. Her adventures and different careers, from language teacher to

translator, to dog breeder, are a joy to read about. Anyone interested in different cultures

should definitely read this book."—Sonia Fredj "This book is a fun read. There are advantages

to being able to speak other languages. The author has done a lot of traveling because of her

skills. Her experiences are fun to read about. Many of them were not fun at the time but reading

about them and knowing that I was not there, they are fun to see what other people can get

into and out of. Some of them are WOW !! Glad that I was not there. I read it Sunday afternoon.

If it is a rainy and dull day, this is an excellent book to read to make a person happy. THANK

YOU for the privilege of reading the book. I really enjoyed it and it made me happier on a dull,

rainy afternoon."—Tom Dyer "I enjoyed the chapter on Ecuador. Brought back memories of a

1967 flight from hell, military coups and more."—Gail D. Kass, Attorney, Los Angeles,

CA "Enjoyed reading this book. Also, it was very easy to read. Amazed at how many

adventures that a person can get into. There were many life-learning experiences. Each had a

positive ending or conclusion. It is nice to read a positive book."—Debbie Steagall "Uplifting,

positive, and funny! This compilation of personal experiences and short stories is easy to read

and is so very enjoyable. It shows a positive side of humanity, even with perfect strangers. If

you just become a little interested in the people and cultures around you, they will open up, and

the conversations you have can change your outlook and perception of life and those around

you. This book really shows how languages truly do, and can, unite us all."—Karin Daehn A

wonderful peek into the world of an adventurous soul whose insatiable thirst for learning and

experiencing life in different languages and cultures has led her where many others are too

afraid to go. This is a great read, complete with some hair-raising and funny episodes, about

some of the trials and tribulations faced by a very well-journeyed woman who is not only

curious and open-minded, but who has always found the courage to insist on seeing "what's on

the other side of the door"... and how her life has been made all the richer for



it. —Carol Smith Speak To
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Awakening of My Childhood Lust This is so weird! When I'm at home with my mom and dad I

say ‘goodbye,’ but when I'm out talking to other people, I say ‘au revoir.’ If I happen to forget and

say ‘au revoir’ to my parents, I get a blank look. Same thing if I say ‘goodbye1S� to other people"�I

get the same blank look. When I'm away from home, I have to remember to speak a certain

way and when I'm at home speaking to mom and dad, I need to speak in a different way with



totally different words. I like that! It's such fun to speak two different ways! I'm learning so many

new words every day. Cornwall, Ontario, Canada, where I was born, is very close to the

border of the French-speaking Province of Quebec. In those days almost everyone living in

Cornwall spoke French. No one in my family, who had moved to Cornwall because of my

father's job, spoke a word of French. But as a child, I had no concept of language"�I simply

knew that there were two ways of speaking. I would listen to both, enraptured with the words. I

always tried to learn as many words as I could in each of the two different ways of speaking. I

loved to contemplate the differences in the two modes of talking. Whenever I asked my

mother questions about various words, she would look mystified and tell me not to worry about

such things. If I persisted, she would tell me to ask my father that evening when he came home

from work. I could hardly wait for my dad to come home so that I could ask him my questions.

I'd say, “Hey, dad, today I was talking to Gilles. We talked about what he's learning in school.

He told me he’s studying L'histoire du Canada. Now I know that if you and I were talking, we'd

say ‘Canadian history’ instead. How come he says it differently? .ä×• dad and I would talk at

length about these things, but he really couldn't answer most of my questions. He just couldn't

understand the strange words I used when I was talking to Gilles and his friends. He did,

however, tell me that Gilles spoke French, explaining to me that French was a different

language than English. I grappled with the concept. We moved from Cornwall to London,

Ontario, when I was eight years old. London is in western Ontario, far from Quebec and there

weren't any French-speaking people. I soon gave up my “other way of speaking,” mainly

because there was no one to speak to in French. I was very disappointed to have only one way

of conversing. In school my favorite subject soon became grammar. I could have studied

grammar all day. Unfortunately I had to study other courses, such as English literature, math,

history, science, etc. How boring! One Friday afternoon in primary school, when the teacher

wanted a break from teaching, she asked us what we'd like to do for fun. Always the idea

person, when no one else raised a hand, I put up mine and said, “Could we do grammar?” I

realized immediately that, somehow, I had said the wrong thing. The other students growled

and snarled"�I'm sure I would have been stoned if they'd had their way. I'm also quite sure that

the teacher would have joined in with them. She had a big frown on her face. Things picked

up in school when I started to learn algebra. I loved it because it was just like another

language. Instead of using words, we used symbols and simple letters and numbers. In

Grade 9 I was introduced to the study of French. Imagine my surprise when I realized that this

was the “other way of speaking” when I was a small child in Cornwall. How wonderful it was to

use the same language again and actually study its construction. My love of grammar came in

handy because I could develop that favorite subject at the same time that I studied French.

In December of the next year in Grade 10 I heard some of the other kids talking about

something called Latin. Curious, I asked them what Latin was. Imagine my astonishment when

I discovered it’s yet another language. I roared down to the main office, whipped into the

principal's office, and told Mr. Armstrong in my most mortified voice, “I've been cheated!” The

poor man was shocked by this little girl, whom he'd never seen before, running into his office

unexpectedly in the first place, and then hearing that she had been cheated! He asked me in a

weak, shocked voice, “How were you cheated? What has happened to you?” I replied, “No

one told me about Latin!” He seemed totally puzzled with my answer and asked me to

explain. In those days I spoke so fast that not even my mother could understand me. The other

kids used to call me the Tasmanian Devil because when I spoke, my words were all mixed

together and all my sentences came out in a one-second blur. So it took a while for Mr.

Armstrong to figure out exactly how I “had been cheated.” When he finally understood that I



wanted to study Latin, he explained in a patient voice that it was too late for me to get into the

class because it had started in September and it was then almost Christmas time. When I

persevered and told him over and over again that I had to be in the Latin class, he gave up and

called the Latin teacher, Mr. Groat. When Mr. Groat walked into the room, I decided that he

was the sweetest-looking person I had ever seen. The principal told to him what the problem

was, and Mr. Groat reassured him in a gentle voice that there was no problem whatsoever. He

explained that he would privately tutor me through December, including over the Christmas

holidays and that he was sure that I would be ready to join the Latin class when school

resumed in January. Mr. Armstrong looked dubious, but he agreed. That very day, after

school, Mr. Groat and I started Latin. Such fun. We met every day after classes and, when the

holidays began, in his home until I joined the Latin class in January. I realized then that the

reason I loved Algebra so much was because composing a Latin sentence is similar to forming

an algebraic equation. At the end of June the class wrote the final exam in Latin. I received a

mark of 99 percent, the highest mark in the class, but I was a bit irritated that I had lost one

mark. You can imagine how indignant I was when I found out that actually the exam was

scored out of 103 because sweet Mr. Groat had added three bonus questions, just to help us

all out. So actually I had missed four marks! Disgusting. The next school year in Grade 11, I

found out about German in time to sign up for the class and I started it right from the beginning

in September. It was that year, in my second year of Latin, that Mr. Groat remarked in class

one day that he had studied Classical Greek in university. Of course, I was waiting for him

outside the classroom after class. I informed him that he'd never told me that he'd studied

Greek. He seemed puzzled and replied; “No, why would I have?” I said that I desperately

needed to learn Greek. He pointed out that he'd studied Greek so long ago that he barely

remembered it. Nevertheless he rallied around gamely and told me that if I could find three

other students to make up a class of four, then he would teach us Greek. He probably thought

I'd never find any other students crazy enough to want to study Greek but I strong-armed three

other students to make up a Greek class and we started learning this archaic language. 

Chapter 1The Awakening of My Childhood Lust This is so weird! When I'm at home with my

mom and dad I say ‘goodbye,’ but when I'm out talking to other people, I say ‘au revoir.’ If I

happen to forget and say ‘au revoir’ to my parents, I get a blank look. Same thing if I say

‘goodbye1S� to other people"�I get the same blank look. When I'm away from home, I have to

remember to speak a certain way and when I'm at home speaking to mom and dad, I need to

speak in a different way with totally different words. I like that! It's such fun to speak two

different ways! I'm learning so many new words every day. Cornwall, Ontario, Canada, where

I was born, is very close to the border of the French-speaking Province of Quebec. In those

days almost everyone living in Cornwall spoke French. No one in my family, who had moved to

Cornwall because of my father's job, spoke a word of French. But as a child, I had no

concept of language"�I simply knew that there were two ways of speaking. I would listen to both,

enraptured with the words. I always tried to learn as many words as I could in each of the two

different ways of speaking. I loved to contemplate the differences in the two modes of

talking. Whenever I asked my mother questions about various words, she would look

mystified and tell me not to worry about such things. If I persisted, she would tell me to ask my
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home so that I could ask him my questions. I'd say, “Hey, dad, today I was talking to Gilles. We

talked about what he's learning in school. He told me he’s studying L'histoire du Canada. Now I

know that if you and I were talking, we'd say ‘Canadian history’ instead. How come he says it



differently? .ä×• dad and I would talk at length about these things, but he really couldn't answer

most of my questions. He just couldn't understand the strange words I used when I was talking

to Gilles and his friends. He did, however, tell me that Gilles spoke French, explaining to me

that French was a different language than English. I grappled with the concept. We moved

from Cornwall to London, Ontario, when I was eight years old. London is in western Ontario, far

from Quebec and there weren't any French-speaking people. I soon gave up my “other way of

speaking,” mainly because there was no one to speak to in French. I was very disappointed to

have only one way of conversing. In school my favorite subject soon became grammar. I

could have studied grammar all day. Unfortunately I had to study other courses, such as

English literature, math, history, science, etc. How boring! One Friday afternoon in primary

school, when the teacher wanted a break from teaching, she asked us what we'd like to do for

fun. Always the idea person, when no one else raised a hand, I put up mine and said, “Could

we do grammar?” I realized immediately that, somehow, I had said the wrong thing. The other

students growled and snarled"�I'm sure I would have been stoned if they'd had their way. I'm also

quite sure that the teacher would have joined in with them. She had a big frown on her face.

Things picked up in school when I started to learn algebra. I loved it because it was just like

another language. Instead of using words, we used symbols and simple letters and numbers.

In Grade 9 I was introduced to the study of French. Imagine my surprise when I realized that

this was the “other way of speaking” when I was a small child in Cornwall. How wonderful it

was to use the same language again and actually study its construction. My love of grammar

came in handy because I could develop that favorite subject at the same time that I studied

French. In December of the next year in Grade 10 I heard some of the other kids talking

about something called Latin. Curious, I asked them what Latin was. Imagine my astonishment

when I discovered it’s yet another language. I roared down to the main office, whipped into

the principal's office, and told Mr. Armstrong in my most mortified voice, “I've been cheated!”

The poor man was shocked by this little girl, whom he'd never seen before, running into his

office unexpectedly in the first place, and then hearing that she had been cheated! He asked

me in a weak, shocked voice, “How were you cheated? What has happened to you?” I

replied, “No one told me about Latin!” He seemed totally puzzled with my answer and asked

me to explain. In those days I spoke so fast that not even my mother could understand me. The

other kids used to call me the Tasmanian Devil because when I spoke, my words were all

mixed together and all my sentences came out in a one-second blur. So it took a while for Mr.

Armstrong to figure out exactly how I “had been cheated.” When he finally understood that I

wanted to study Latin, he explained in a patient voice that it was too late for me to get into the

class because it had started in September and it was then almost Christmas time. When I

persevered and told him over and over again that I had to be in the Latin class, he gave up and

called the Latin teacher, Mr. Groat. When Mr. Groat walked into the room, I decided that he

was the sweetest-looking person I had ever seen. The principal told to him what the problem

was, and Mr. Groat reassured him in a gentle voice that there was no problem whatsoever. He

explained that he would privately tutor me through December, including over the Christmas

holidays and that he was sure that I would be ready to join the Latin class when school

resumed in January. Mr. Armstrong looked dubious, but he agreed. That very day, after

school, Mr. Groat and I started Latin. Such fun. We met every day after classes and, when the

holidays began, in his home until I joined the Latin class in January. I realized then that the

reason I loved Algebra so much was because composing a Latin sentence is similar to forming

an algebraic equation. At the end of June the class wrote the final exam in Latin. I received a

mark of 99 percent, the highest mark in the class, but I was a bit irritated that I had lost one



mark. You can imagine how indignant I was when I found out that actually the exam was

scored out of 103 because sweet Mr. Groat had added three bonus questions, just to help us

all out. So actually I had missed four marks! Disgusting. The next school year in Grade 11, I

found out about German in time to sign up for the class and I started it right from the beginning

in September. It was that year, in my second year of Latin, that Mr. Groat remarked in class

one day that he had studied Classical Greek in university. Of course, I was waiting for him

outside the classroom after class. I informed him that he'd never told me that he'd studied

Greek. He seemed puzzled and replied; “No, why would I have?” I said that I desperately

needed to learn Greek. He pointed out that he'd studied Greek so long ago that he barely

remembered it. Nevertheless he rallied around gamely and told me that if I could find three

other students to make up a class of four, then he would teach us Greek. He probably thought

I'd never find any other students crazy enough to want to study Greek but I strong-armed three

other students to make up a Greek class and we started learning this archaic language. The

next year, although I was the only student left in the Greek class, still the wonderful Mr. Groat

made me up a Grade 12 Greek exam. Since I had completed high school Greek, I was

therefore able to take Greek in university, along with French, Latin, and German. In my

second year of university, I had to choose between specializing in modern languages or

classical languages. After I chose moderns, I was told that I needed to add another modern

language. Oh, joy! So I added Russian. My theory was that French is from the Romance

language (Latin) family, German from the Germanic family, and Russian from the Slavic family.

From the three different families, I could easily branch out into other languages within those

families. I owe so very much to Mr. Groat for satisfying my blossoming lust for

languages. Chapter 2 Voulez-Vous Faire L'Amour? As soon as our Air France plane took

off for Paris, the flight attendants started to serve food and drinks in the first-class section. I

was ravenous because I hadn't had a chance to eat anything since I'd left home. The first food

they served was a piece of toast covered in blackberry jam, one of my favorite things. I took a

big bite and almost choked to death. Obviously the lumpy blackberry jam had gone bad, but I

forced myself to swallow that one bite because I didn't want to be impolite. What an awful taste!

I grabbed my glass of ginger ale and took a big swallow of it, hoping to wash the horrible taste

out of my mouth. The ginger ale was even more rotten than the jam! I thought I'd die! At this

point I noticed that the Frenchman sitting beside me was watching me and trying not to let me

see that he was stifling a laugh. I have to say that I've never developed a taste for caviar and

champagne in the many years since my first introduction to it on that plane. When I was 19

years old, I saw an ad in a magazine about the French government's offer of a scholarship to

study in Paris. I had just completed my second year at university in a four-year honors Modern

Languages (French and German, with a minor in Russian) program. With visions of studying a

language in the country where it was spoken—and, as a bonus, seeing the Eiffel Tower, Notre-

Dame Cathedral, the Seine River, sidewalk cafés, the Louvre Museum, the Opera House, and

Versailles, I showed the ad to my father, who immediately said, “Pat, you have to do this!”

That was typical of my father's attitude. He was a fearless risk-taker who loved to travel and

had undertaken great adventures all his life, moving to many faraway places for his work,

starting up his own businesses. I had never been away from home and, as a small-town

Canadian, was a shy kid. In contrast to my father, who was a complete extrovert, I had trouble

speaking with strangers and doing wild and dangerous things. I didn’t think I could possibly do

this. But, what the heck! Encouraged by my father, I decided to apply. I would probably never

win the scholarship anyway. To my surprise, I got the scholarship! I would spend a year

studying French at the Sorbonne.* * * Driving through the countryside outside of London



to the airport, I realized that I was completely terrified. I didn't know how I could possibly get on

that airplane. My mother kept saying all the way out to the airport, “Pat, you don’t have to do

this. If you’re scared at all, you don’t have to go. We can just go back home.” On the other hand,

my father said, “What a great adventure you're embarking on! I only wish I’d had the

opportunity to do such a thing.” My mother was a total contrast to my father. I guess that's

why they got along so well. I think that the riskiest thing she had ever done was to marry my

father. She once told me that she worried and couldn't sleep at night for months before she

agreed to marry him. She never had many friends because she was so very shy and self-

conscious. She felt safe with my father because he protected her and spoke for the two of

them. He had made all the friends they had. So I braved it out—pretending, especially to my

mother, that I was totally fine and looking forward to the trip. As soon as I got on the plane, I

broke down and shook in fear, tears flowing from my eyes. The flight attendant noticed that I

was nervous and asked if this was the first time I’d been on a plane. I told her no, but I had

never been on such a long trip. She asked me where I was going. I replied in a trembling voice,

“Paris!” She told me that I really didn’t need a plane because Paris was so close. (There is a

Paris, Ontario very close to London.) I said, “No, no! Paris, France!” She smiled, walked up

to the front of the plane and, using a microphone, announced to all the passengers, “This little

girl is going to Paris, France.” They all stood up and clapped. I was so overcome with

embarrassment that I wanted to hide under my seat, which I still remember was number 18C. I

have never looked my age and in those days, I looked about 15 years old. And so I flew to

Toronto and then to New York City, where I went up to the ticket counter to check in for my next

flight. The clerk was a very attractive Frenchman, who smiled at me and asked if I was a “good

girl.” I timidly said yes, wondering why he would ask me such a question. “OK,” he said, “then

you can go first class.” I didn't really know what that entailed, but I thanked him. I guess that's

why I was served the caviar and champagne. * * * My plane landed in Paris at 7:00 a.m.,

after an overnight flight spent not sleeping because of my excited anticipation. I took a taxi to

the university office where I had been told to register. It turned out that my assigned room in

the student residence was not yet vacated and I would have to stay in a hotel for two weeks.

The office staff recommended the Hôtel Monge. I checked into the hotel, thinking that I

needed something to eat before crashing in my room. Although I walked for blocks, there were

no restaurants to be found. I finally stopped walking and stood on a corner, wondering what to

do next. I was so tired and hungry! Suddenly I heard a voice beside me, saying in perfect

English with a British accent, “Excuse me, can I help you?” The accent was almost native. I

turned to find a young man standing beside me. He said he could see that I must be lost or in

some kind of trouble. Normally I would never have spoken to a stranger on a street corner, but I

was desperate. I told him my problem. He said that he needed to eat too and would be happy

to escort me to a good restaurant. I was too tired and hungry to resist. He led me back the way

I had come, turning onto a short, paved path on the right and we ended up at a beautiful

restaurant. I had passed by this very place earlier, without realizing that it was a restaurant.

We had an enjoyable meal and an interesting conversation. I found out that Jean-Claude was

French and lived in Paris. He had attended university in England, which explained the British

accent. When we finished our lunch, he insisted on paying the bill, in spite of my protests. As

we walked out of the restaurant, he asked where I was staying. When I told him the Hôtel

Monge, he approved of it, assuring me that it was very safe and secure. He also asked me if I'd

like to go to the Bastille Day parade with him and his family on July 14. A couple of days later

Jean-Claude introduced me to all his relatives, who were very welcoming and seemed to adopt

me as part of their extended family. We went to the parade together and had a great time.I had



never imagined just how fascinating a parade could be. Jean-Claude's family knew to go early

in order to watch it from the best spot. We were across the street from the platform where

Charles de Gaulle stood, so I was able to watch the President of France at my leisure all

afternoon. The parade consisted of horses ridden by elaborately dressed riders with swords

and scimitars, as well as magnificent floats and marching soldiers dressed in ostentatious

uniforms, carrying both typical and outrageous weapons. My new adoptive family explained

to me that most of the participants in the parade came from French colonies in Africa. Of

course, every participant in the parade showed off when passing by de Gaulle. They all

saluted. Troops on horses stood up in their stirrups, brandishing their swords and scimitars,

and generally put on a great show for his benefit—and ours. The parade, which lasted more

than four hours, was the most astonishing spectacle that I've ever witnessed. What a wonderful

day! Ten years later in 1970, when I attended the same parade, it lasted only twenty

minutes. All the French African colonies had gained independence during the previous decade,

so their citizens no longer marched in the Bastille Day parade. What a bore! * * * Another

time, my new French family invited me to attend a play and dinner. Although no one told me

any details in advance, I was thrilled to be invited! First we attended a political play, which

started at 8:00 p.m. and lasted about three hours. I didn't have any problems understanding the

French but, unfortunately, I couldn't understand the political messages. Ho hum! I was also

starving to death because I hadn't heard about the French habit of eating a late dinner. When

the play finally ended around 11:00 p.m., we went for dinner in the stylish Les Halles market

area, specializing in French onion soup. The entire time we were eating, until after 1:00 a.m.,

workers unloaded food and other exotic things that would be sold a few hours later in the

market. Because school had started by then, I wondered how I was ever going to stay awake in

class. * * * While I waited for my room in the student residence, I was busy exploring Paris.

I soon discovered the Boulevard Saint-Michel, known colloquially as the Boul'Mich. The

Boul'Mich is one of the two major streets in the of where the Hôtel Monge and the student

residence are located. It's a tree-lined boulevard which runs south from the P on the River and

the , crosses the boulevard Saint-Germain, and continues alongside the cité universitaire—the

university area of the "�and the . It has long been a hotbed of student life and activism, lined with

designer shops, department stores, clothes boutiques, many small bookshops, cafés, and

cinemas. In short, this was my kind of street. What was not to love walking along this

boulevard? The day that I discovered the Boul'Mich, I was walking slowly along, infatuated

with everything I saw. After about five minutes, I noticed a young Frenchman walking behind

me. Every time I looked back, he would smile and wave. Being totally on my own in Paris, I was

not too pleased with this situation, but I figured that, if I ignored him, he'd soon go away. He

stuck with it, however, always smiling and waving when he caught my eye. Soon another young

Frenchman joined in. He was smiling and waving, too, as he walked behind the first follower.

Another follower soon joined the parade and then another. After about fifteen minutes, the

parade consisted of me and another seven young Frenchmen. They all followed me separately,

seeming not to know each other. I tried everything to lose these young men. If I slowed

down, they slowed down. I would speed up and they would speed up. I tried a James Bond

manoeuver and entered a department store. I hung around at a counter as if I were going to

buy something, and then sped out a side door. When I got back onto the street, I looked

around; there they were behind me, smiling and waving. Eventually I spied a policeman on

the street. I ran up to the cop and shouted in French, “Officer, help me! These men are

following me!” The officer grinned and congratulated the men. He told them, “Bonne chance!

(Good luck!)” I thought that he was going to join the parade. Finally, after about three hours



of this ridiculous state of affairs, exhausted from walking really fast or playing James Bond in

my attempt to lose them, I stopped and leaned up against a wall. One of the young men

approached me and asked if I wanted to go to a movie. I replied, “Non.” The next one came up

and asked if I wanted to go dancing. “Non.” The third one asked me to go to a bar. “Non.” The

fourth asked if I wanted to take a hotel room with him. An emphatic “Non.” There were three

more invitations until all seven followers had approached me. Each one of them left after

stating his interesting proposal. At this point, I was so weary that I returned to the Hôtel

Monge and had a good sleep. I explored the Boul'Mich again on my own the next day and on

many days after that. A great place to wander along at my leisure, without my fan club. The

only thing I didn't like about the Boul'Mich were the pissoires. These outdoor urinals for men

are built on the sidewalks. I hesitated to look whenever I was forced to pass closely by them,

choking from the stench they emitted. The set-up of these urinals is very skimpy, with only the

main body parts covered. The lower legs, feet, shoulders, and heads of the men inside can be

seen. I actually saw a guy go into one of them and, still holding his girlfriend's hand through the

doorless entrance, use the urinal. Luckily for her, she was able to remain outside it on the

street. Bathrooms in general were certainly different from those I had been used to in

Canada. Most times they consisted of a hole in the dirt floor with two metal foot plates to put

your feet on. Obviously they were designed for men, but somehow women were expected to

use them because the same bathrooms were intended for both men and women. I soon

learned to go before I left for classes and somehow hold on until I returned to my residence.

You can imagine the culture shock I experienced. During my first two weeks in Paris, I was

completely miserable. I hated the city! I'd have done anything to be able to return home to

Canada. * * * After two weeks in the Hôtel Monge, I moved into the student residence

where I actually had a private room. As a conservative Canadian girl, I was a bit shocked when

I realized that the residence was a co-ed facility, shared by men and women, but I soon got

used to it. I met lots of other students and made some fast friends. There were many

Canadians there, so naturally we all hung out together. I loved the food at the great

cafeteria in the residence. My only problem was that yogurt was served with every meal. I

wasn't used to eating yogurt, let alone that foul-tasting, lumpy variety, but most of the other

students seemed to like it. So I became a very popular girl, trading my yogurt every day for the

cream of potato and lentil soup that I loved and everybody else hated. No matter what we

did during any given day, a group of us made a pact to always meet at midnight in a certain

sidewalk cafe near the residence to have a last drink of the day together. Many a good time

was had at these get-togethers.
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Reader C, “There are many surprises and surprising revelations and facts in this book!. This is

a terrific, quick read--and hysterically funny, too. I think that Pat, an admitted sheltered and

naive Canadian, has had enough fascinating, scary, unbelievable, quirky, and of course funny

experiences and adventures for five lifetimes at least, and she shares them all with us,

punctuated by some stunning color photos (in the Kindle edition), an unexpected treat. A

satisfying read!”

Kathleen Day, “A delightful account of travels to Mexico & other foreign countries!. This was

quick read-written by a linguist who writes of her adventures in Mexico and other countries.

After reading of her often funny stories, I am now more inclined to want to travel myself and put

to use foreign languages I have studied years ago.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A feel-good memoir about the author's youthful pursuit of foreign

languages. Speak To Me is a vivid account of a young woman's immersion in foreign countries

so she can learn their languages. Starting as a youngster whose family moved to the bilingual

Canadian city of Cornwall, she developed a fascination with the fact that some people speak

French and others speak English. This fueled a lifelong passion for learning foreign languages.

Her determination to learn French, German, Spanish and Russian takes her into situations

most of us would never risk. As a teenager, she gets a scholarship to study in Paris where she

encounters a whole world of cultural surprises, including older men's sexual advances. Her

confusion about France begins on the airplane when she mistakes caviar for blackberry jam

and champagne for ginger ale. After graduating in library science, she takes a job at a Mexican

university and lives in a nearby small town. This was in the '70s when small town Mexican men

carried pistols in their holsters. Her dog, Rory, a huge Irish Setter, kept her safe from violence.

Amazingly, she ends up building herself a house and living in peace with her neighbours.



And...of course...she became fluent in Spanish.”

attilamolnar, “Pat the Consummate Polyglot. This is aan amusing book by Pat Hall who has

studied practically ever language on the planet. Living in Mexico for several years, she is now

learning her second language spoken by the indigenous Mexican people. You cannot help but

laugh at the myriad situations she has faced while pursuing language learning.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “True romance. I loved the spontaneous stories of Pat's adventures, and

as an experienced traveler in Mexico I can assure you that these stories are not exaggerated.

The book should kindle a spark of adventure in all of us.Jerry Davis”

The book by Pat Hall has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 7 people have provided feedback.
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